
 
 

 
 

CHRONOTECH PRISMA: 
MULTIFACETED SUCCESS 

 
 
The Chronotech Prisma watch, with its exclusive Global Watch Industries international patent, has become 
a must have for trendsetters all over the world since it was launched on the international watch market. Over 
the years, this model has been developed and reworked in order to bring it into line with market trends and 
requirements, changing its look each time: feminine and glam; masculine, classic or sporty. 
 
 
Chronotech Prisma  
We find new offerings for him and for her in this family of watches. The ladies’ versions, all three-sphere 
watches with calendar, are extremely fashionable, while the men's models are more classic but with an extra 
gear, three spheres and chrono. Steel or laminate tonneau case; crocodile print leather straps and Prismatic 
glass. 

Chronotech Prisma 

CT7895M/65 

 
CT7896LS/69 is ultra glam thanks to its full yellow gold colour! 
The case is laminated in yellow gold and the face, framed by a 
circle of white stones, features gold applied numbers and oversize 
numbers with a coloured glitz pavè setting at 12 – 3- 6 and 9 
o’clock. The strap is made from crocodile print yellow gold 
coloured metallic leather. 
 
CT7895M/65 is its male alter ego, in chrono version, for those who 
love a classic look with a touch of transgression. The case is 
laminated in rose gold. There are two counters, and once again 
the hours are indicated by applied rose gold Arabic numerals, with 
“oversize” and enamelled numbers at 12 – 3 - 6 and 9 o'clock. The 
strap is made from black crocodile print leather with contrasting 
stitching. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Chronotech Prisma Revolution Extreme 
Crystal is the protagonist and characterises this line. It is modelled, rounded and even 'excavated' at 6 
o'clock, giving it a concave form. The glass is transformed into a sort of 'magnifying glass', highlighting the 
counters around the face. 

 
CT7995M/28, chrono with calendar, is the new offering, with IP Bronze 
tonneau case and rose gold laminated buttons. The black face with 
carbon fibre effect workmanship is made unique thanks to the 
arrangement of the indices (all on the left) and the Arabic numerals (all on 
the right).  The colours emphasise the profiles of the hands, indices, 
Arabic numerals and counters.  The strap is made from soft P.U. with 
carbon fibre effect workmanship and relief Chronotech logo.  
 
 
Chronotech Prisma Deluxe Sporty  
The case and prismatic glass remain the 
strong points of this line of watches, 
given a sportier and more aggressive 
look by the design and strong details. 
Cast iron is transformed into the support 
base for the prismatic glass, which 

appears to be locked into place by the screws that decorate it. 

Chronotech Prisma 
Revolution Extreme 

CT7995M/28 

 
CT7931M/36, a new chrono offering for 2009, is characterised by the 
mixture of colours.  The steel of the case highlights the rose gold laminate 
cast iron and the details of the lugs; the buttons are also laminated in rose 
gold, while the red rim echoes the tachymetric scale and the details on the 
face, also in rose gold with carbon fibre effect workmanship. The Arabic 
numerals and the indices have been specially applied. The strap is made 
from soft white P.U. 

Chronotech Prisma
Deluxe Sporty 
CT7931M/36 
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